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Is there anyway to convert this to a single file? A: I was able to resolve this, here are the steps I took: I
added the file to your system using Finder (you'll need to give yourself permission to do so) I ran the
following command to combine the file: zip -r "${file}_combined.zip" "${file}" -x
COCOS2DX/Box2D.framework/Box2D.framework.zip I saved the results to the same folder as where you
added the file. You may need to play with the folder names and names in the zip to get the way you want
them to appear. The Guardian reports: Uganda’s anti-gay law has been used to convict at least seven
people since it was passed in February, a case review by Human Rights Watch has found. Ten people, five
men and five women, have been convicted or face charges under section 145 of the penal code, which
imposes a life sentence for “sodomy”. The law bans the “aggravated homosexuality” of individuals who are
over the age of consent. It also allows the police to detain “suspects” of homosexuality who have not been
previously investigated and hold them for a maximum of 72 hours before charging them. The law has been
labelled by human rights groups as a step backwards from a decade-long campaign to criminalise same-
sex relationships in Uganda, as well as a threat to sexual freedoms. It has also been condemned as an
assault on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people in the country. Citing the case review, Human
Rights Watch said the abuse of the law had “dramatically worsened” since February. The two defendants
were arrested in April after the local village chief and other individuals complained that they had engaged
in “horrific” sexual acts. One of the men admitted guilt and gave a statement to the police; the other
denied all involvement. They were charged with “committing, aiding and abetting a homosexual act”. The
witnesses who gave evidence against them admitted they had not seen or heard anything, their lawyers
argued. Last week, the Ugandan supreme court upheld a lower court ruling that the law did not violate the
constitution.Apparent Tungsten-on-Tung
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